Programme Specific Out Comes – PSO of English Language 
(Session 2016-17) 

PSO 1 - Reading of the Text – Understanding, explanation, question and answer session, interaction with students

PSO 2 - Improving comprehension Skill – Reading and understanding of unseen passage, poem or picture comprehension, comprehension of sound, painting, modern arts etc.

PSO 3 - Improving Composition Skill – Paragraph writing and short essay.

PSO 4 - Vocabulary Exercises – synonyms, antonyms, word formation, prefixes and suffixes.

PSO 5 - English Grammar – Uncountable nouns, verbs, tenses and adverbs.

Course Outcomes – COs of English Language (B.Sc. I Year)

CO 1 - Students learn to express in English, as well as gain confidence.

CO 2 - Student’s grasping power is improved through regular practice of these exercises.

CO 3 - Writing skill of students is developed through this mode.

CO 4 - Memory based exercises improve brains storing capacity.

CO 5 - Communicative Skill of the students is improved, IQ is enhanced & student’s capacity to work harder with confidence is gained.
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Programme Specific Outcomes - PSO of English Language

(Session 2016-17) (B.Sc. III semester)

PSO 1 - Reading of the Text - Understanding, explanation, question and answer session interaction with students

PSO 2 - Improving comprehension skill - Reading and understanding of unseen passage, poem or picture comprehension, comprehension of sound, painting, modern arts etc.

PSO 3 - Improving Composition Skill - Report writing, paragraph writing, correspondence skills (formal & informal letters and application)

PSO 4 - Production of Speech - Classification of sound, use of phonemic symbols

PSO 5 - English Grammar - Tenses, prepositions, determiners, verbs and articles

Course Outcomes - COs of English Language (B.Sc. III semester)

CO 1 - Students learn to express in English, as well as gain confidence.

CO 2 - Student's grasping power is improved through regular practice of these exercises.

CO 3 - Writing skill of students is developed through this mode.

CO 4 - Pronunciation is improved and through this mode use of dictionary is taught to the students.

CO 5 - Communicative Skill of the students is improved, IQ is enhanced & students' capacity to work harder with confidence is gained.
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Programme Specific Outcomes - PSO of English Language

(Session: 2016-17) (B.Sc. V semester)

PSO 1: Reading of the Text - Understanding, explanation, question and answer session, interaction with students.

PSO 2: Improving Comprehension Skill - Reading and understanding of unseen passage, poem or picture comprehension, comprehension of sound, painting, modern arts etc.

PSO 3: Improving Composition Skill - Guided composition, paragraph writing.

PSO 4: Vocabulary Exercises - One word substitution, homonyms, homophones, word that confuse and punctuation marks.

PSO 5: Meaning and Importance of Translation - Translation of passages from English to Hindi and vice versa.

Course Outcomes - COs of English Language (B.Sc. V semester)

CO 1: Students learn to express in English as well as gain confidence.

CO 2: Student's grasping power is improved through regular practice of these exercises.

CO 3: Writing skill of students is developed through this mode.

CO 4: Memory based exercises improve brains storing capacity.

CO 5: Translation exercises (oral & written) improve the student's communicative power and job opportunities are created for them in the field of translation.
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